
“Asian Water Villa”

The concept

First and foremost we wish to capture the spirit of “Asian”, to “inspire” therefore we aim is for our scheme
to be considered an “original piece of thought”.

Various style with mostly consists of the oriental taste, have influenced our thoughts and hence contributed
to the birth of “Asian Water Villa”.

The entire building will be cleverly laid out with natural form structures inspired by nature, particularly the
sea.

The building includes:

1. Entrance area
Designed for free standing space with loose furniture and console table on the middle. Straight
views to the ocean through the floating bed as a filter become a great experience when entering
the building.

2. Floating Master Bedroom
Bed flatform will be raised up for about 400 mm and the entire vertical border will be covered by
laminated clear glass. Hence, water reflection effect will be captured and spreader out inside the
building. A special bamboo fence design will cover around the bed with mosquito net hanging all
over the edge. Looking up the space will give more spectacular experiences; the exposed bamboo
roof structure combined with natural Balinese grass and incorporated with exposed bamboo
bracing…the comfortable feel and harmonies taste is originally brought from Asia.

3. Private Lounge
Located on the left side of the master bedroom, the lounge designed with day bed near the
opening with some loose furniture added. The magnificent views was arranged through the big
opening window to capture unlimited of the blue ocean color.

4. Bathroom area
Located on the right side of the master bedroom. Filtered with half high of the vanity and wardrobe
from the master bedroom. Free standing bathtub with terrazzo finishing as a consideration. Ocean
view will be captured 180 degrees through the clear glass beside the tub.

5. Make-Up room
Located at the corner with loose table and chair, bordered with natural vertical bamboo finishes
and exposed bamboo roof structure on the top.

6. Study area
Located at the corner with loose table and chair, bordered with natural vertical bamboo finishes
and exposed bamboo roof structure on the top.

7. Outdoor deck
Using treated bamboo poles, the deck will give different experiences in term of appearances and
the feel of the outsider area. The outdoor deck will be the best place for sun bathing, outdoor
dining and relaxing. The staircase going down will drive us to touching the water and enjoy the
activity.

The loose resembling of ‘Asian Cup & Saucer Shell” gives the inspiration of the overall building shape
while the floor plan inspired by ‘the bamboo poles shape’ at every course. In general forms are
curved…like the mind few straight lines…and no sharp corners…easy on the eye…easy on the mind.



The materials

Floors

Outdoor deck will be using 80 mm dia treated bamboo poles. The layout will follow the shape of the deck
edge and will be a break line at every course of intersection.
Internal flooring will be in T & G laminated bamboo flooring with clear coating and anti scratch applied.
Bedroom flatform will be using 50 mm dia treated bamboo poles with clear finishes applied.

Walls

Curve wall will be designed using hardwood curve member as a frame. External cladding and internal
cladding will use vertical bamboo slats. The color appearance will be the same as the internal flooring.

Roofing

Bamboo is the prime material for the roofing structure. Curve bamboo to create the shape of the roof will be
supported by bamboo bracing and tightened by the bamboo batten as part of the Balinese grass roofing.The
bamboo structure allow to bend to give the possibility to make a curve form.
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